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Comparative testing of space images for small -scale
topographic mapping of Sudan
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ABSTRACT

from most of these disadvantages and problems. It has
huge areas of desert and semi desert in the north a nd cen
tral parts of the country and dense tropical rainforest in
the south. It also has some high, rugged mountain areas
of considerable extent, such as the Red Sea Hill s, the
Imatong mountains lying along the Ugandan border, the
Jebel Mara massif in the far west of the country and the
mountain and plateau areas running along the border
with Ethiopia. Settlement away from the White and
Blue Nile rivers is sparse and very widely distributed,
while distances between settlements are often huge and
transport and communication networks are poorly devel
oped. Indeed many areas are not readily accessible.
The Sudan Survey Department (SSD) was set up in
1899, soon after the establishment of the Anglo
Egyptian government of Sudan, and was charged initial
ly with two main tasks. One wa s the compilation and
production of a 1:250,000 scale series covering the
whole of this vast country to satisfy the urgent demands
of administrative and military activities. It is almost
unbelievable that by 1908 this series, comprising 172
sheets, had been produced and published for the whole
country. The data had been gathered via the medium of
route surveys, however, so th at the maps (which were
purely planimetric) showed very little detail away from
the routes between settlements . Since the maps had to
be produced quickly, little attention was paid to control
networks . The maps contained no contours; instead the
topography was shown mainly by rough form lines [11].
The second main task of the SSD was to carry out
demarcation and boundary survey s and to prepare the
associated large-scale property maps for the cultivated
areas lying along the Nile, required for both taxation and
land registration purposes. Between the two world wars,
further mapping of limited areas was carried out for spe
cific development projects, such as the large Gezira,
Gash and Toker irrigation schemes. During the second
world war, Trimetrogon photographs of the whole coun
try north of 8°N latitude (amounting to 80 percent of
Sudan's land area) were taken by the U.S . Air Force.
Some of these photographs were used by SSD to com
pile 1: 100,000 scale planimetric maps of 208,000 km 2 in
the Sudd area of the upper Nile, while a further 52,000
km 2 of the Kosti area were mapped by the USGS [36,
37].
Much effort also went into the establishment of con
trol networks by both the SSD and foreign survey and
mapping agencies via aid programmes. These included
the Sudanese section of the arc of the 30th meridian
which runs from the Cape of Good Hope in South Africa
to the Mediterranean coast of Egypt. This was started in
1935, interrupted by the second world war, and complet

Spaceborne and airborne remote sen s ing system s are making a consid e r
able contribution to th e topographic mapping of rem ot e and inaccessible
areas. However, not all sy stems are egua1ly use ful for mapping specific
features. A comparative a naly sis was conducted of Land sat MSS, TM
a nd RBV data, in addition to MOMS, in two areas of Sudan to test their
utility in topographic mapping in terms of both geometric accuracy and
the natural and man-made objec ts that could be detected or identified o n
these image s. Appropriate Spot data of Sudan were not available at the
time, but collateral information was obtained from tests of Spot ima ge s
of Yemen an d Djibouti. Further tests were carried out with large-format
camera and metric camera products to evaluate their interpretability . In
general, th e physical characteristics of the territory to be mapped and
specific financial and technical con straints will probably determine
which source s of topographic data are most ap propriate for a ny given
country, but it is unlikely that many developing co untries will be able to
fuJIy utilize this techno logy without the assista nce of spec ialized donor
agencie s.

Given ITC's well-known mi ss ion to assist countries 10
the developing world through the provision of training,
research and consulting with a view to generating maps
and other geo-referenced data to assist economic devel
opment, manage national resources, conserve the envi
ronment and improve the well-being of large numbers of
human beings, there is no need to labour the point that
in most of these countries there is a very serious defi
ciency in their topographic map coverage at almost all
scales. Even where there is substantial coverage, it is
often of poor quality or considerably out-of-date.
Despite great efforts, the situation seems to change only
slowly and not always for the better becau se of political
conflicts, civil wars, economic mismanagement and nat
ural dis as ters. The lack of funds to buy and maintain
modern photogrammetric equipment and the very limited
number of skilled personnel who can use and manage
this equipment are other commonly encountered disad
vantages.
In many African countries, a certain amount of topo
graphic mapping to a good standard has been undertak
en based on photogrammetric methods, but the coverage
is both limited and patchy, often being associated with
specific development projects. Not only is systematic
topographic map coverage often limited, but, in rece nt
years, its availability has often been severely restricted
because of internal and external conflicts and the restric
tion s arising from the military and security operations
associated with these conflicts.
Sudan is the largest country in Africa and suffers
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ed in the mid-1950s by the U.S. Army Map Service [23].
A similar venture of geodetic importance was the arc of
the 12th parallel, the Sudanese part of which was again
carried out by U .S. agencies assisted by the SSD [40].
Further secondary chains were established mainly in the
northeastern, eastern and central parts of the country in
the 1950s and 1960s (see Figure I).
In particular,
American aid during the period from 1961 to 1967
resulted in first- and second-order chains being provided
in the Red Sea Hills and in central and western Sudan.
M ore recently, further den sification of the control net
work was carried out by the British Directorate of
O verseas Survey and Directorate of Military Survey
using satellite Doppler methods.
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the early Anglo-Egyptian period was revised. Although
this took advantage of the es tablished control network s
and the data acquired from wartime mapping and devel
opment projects, it was not a new series. In many of the
more remote parts of the country, the revision was quite
minimal and in large part consisted of adding changes to
administrative boundaries and the positions and names
of new settlements.
Since the I :250,000 scale series was too small in scale
to give the detail required for development projects, it
was decided that a new 1: 100,000 scale series with con
tours should also be produced. Indeed this was the main
objective of the UNDP-supported programme. Since
920 sheets would be required to cover the country at that
scale, it was apparent that those areas which were most
important from the development point of view would be
tackled first. In fact, despite all the considerable invest
ment and a substantial effort on the part of the UNDP
and SSD personnel, only a very limited map coverage at
I: 100,000 scale resulted from this project. Only a few
sheets were published for the area around Khartoum and
the Sinkat-Haiya area in the Red Sea H ills. In fact,
quite a lot of resources and effort were diverted into the
production of a 1:25,000 scale series of the area around
Khartoum for military and security reasons.
In addition to the U NDP-supported mapping project, a
joint survey and mapping programme was agreed with
the British D irectorate of Overseas Surveys (DOS) in
1974.
As a result, during the late 1970s and early
1980s, DOS , in collaboration with the S SD , undertook
the production of a large block of more than 50 sheets at
1: 100,000 scale covering much of the Red Sea Hills and
the area running southwards to the Ethiopian border,
including the areas around Port Sudan, Suakin and
Kassala (see Figure 2). Based on the existing survey
networks in the area, further control points for mapping
were estabJ ished under this joint programme using
Tellurometer traverses. Based on these new ground con
trol points, aerial triangulation was carried out, followed
by photogrammetric plotting and the cartographic opera
tions needed to produce the final printed maps . In
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FIGURE 1 Extent of control networks in Sudan

After independence in 1956, little new topographic
mapping was carried out for some years, but by the late
1960s it had become apparent to the Sudanese govern
ment that there was an urgent need for a new map series
covering the whole country to provide information need
ed for feasibility studies and for the planning and imple
mentation of the projects to be undertaken under its
series of five-year plans. In 1970, an agreement was
signed between the Sudanese government and the UN
Development Programme (U NDP), by which the UNDP
would directly assist in the establishment of the
improved infrastructure needed to extend the country's
field control networks, and to cany out the photogram
metric and cartographic operations required for the com
pilation and publication of the new map series. As a
result, a small team of foreign experts was established in
Khartoum, and the SSD was equipped with Wild A 7 and
AlO Autographs for aerial triangulation and Wild A8
Autographs and B8 Aviographs for stereo-plotting work.
A Twin Otter aircraft equipped with Wild RC8 and
RC lO cameras for aerial photography and with Decca
Doppler radar for navigation was also acquired, and
comprehensive cartographic, reprographic and printing
facilities were installed in the SSD headquarters in
Khartoum.
A large number of personnel were sent
abroad for training, quite a number of them to lTe.
D uring the period 1970-1976, the 1 :250,000 series of
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FIGU RE 2 Map coverage at 1:100,000 scale resulting from
joint DOS/SOD mapping project
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recent years , this cooperative mapping programme has
been extended still farther to cover the area along the
Ethiopian border west of K assala, including the areas
around Wad Medani and Damaz in along the Blue Nile.
Additional control point s for this area were established
using satellite Doppler translocation techniques. The
joint mapping programme has now been completed , hav
ing produced 136 sheets at 1: 100,000 scale. Even with
thi s enormous advance in coverage, however, there is
still a very lon g way to go before the total of 920 sheets
required to cover the whole country at this scale is
reached.
The difficulties encountered by the SSD in the 1970s
and 1980s have included the lac k of forei gn currency to
purchase materials, spare parts, instrument servicing, etc,
and a shortage of skilled , trained personnel, many of
whom have gone to work in neighbouring oil-producing
states. These difficulties have arisen principally from
the country's poor economic situation, compounded by
the long period s of civil war in the south of the country.
These have resulted in severe budgetary restriction s,
with the curtailment of SSD's field survey control oper
ations , limitations in flying time, the lack of materials of
all types, etc.
With this background in mind, it is obvious that
Sudan is an example of a developing country whose
large area and poor economic circumstances pose severe
problems for the production of topographic map s using
conventional aerial photogrammetri c methods. In this
situation, almost ine vita bly, some attention has to be
fo cused on the possibilities offered by space images.
Since Sudan has a hu ge land area , much of which is flat
or has a limited range of relief and contains little cultur
al detail, small-scale line maps or the photo- or image
based maps as advocated by Jerie [18] 2S years ago
might well be quite appropriate and acce ptable product s.
Furthermore, since much of Sudan comprises des e rt and
semiarid land, the weather is often cloud-free so that the
problem s of acquiring images from space are far less
likely to occur than in the cloudy areas of the tropic s or
those areas such as the UK with a temperate maritime
climate.
S ince the desired scale of mapping is I: 100,000, it
would be pos sible to produce se veral image maps, photo
maps or line maps from a single space image or stereo
model. This would res ult in a drastic reduction in the
photogrammetric operations that would be necessary,
which is operationally a major advantage.
Al so, it
would lead to a reduction in the provision of control
needed for the mapping, which is a major consideration
in the context of the large areas with very poor accessi
bility. On the other hand, based on experience else
where, it is almost certain that a considerable deficiency
would result in the cultural detail (roads, tracks, settle
ments, etc) which can be extracted from satellite images,
especially given the poor contrast that s uch feature s
often exhibit in arid and semiarid areas [20]. On bal
ance, however, it seemed timely and appropriate to
in ves tigate the capabilities of as many space imaging
systems as possible in the context of producing
1: 100,000 scale topographic maps of Sud an [8].
It may occur to readers that, since much testing of
space images for small-scale topographic mapping has
been undertaken el sewhere, an assessment of their po ss i
ble application in Sudan could be made on the basi s of

these tests . In fact, most of these prior tests were
inevitably carried out over landscapes in highly devel
oped countries with quite different environmental condi
tions (climate, vegetation , landforms, etc); large expan s
es of highly-developed land with many well defined
man-made (cultural ) feature s; extensive and accurate
survey networks and existi ng large- or medium-scale
topographic maps to provide accurate control and test
data, etc-none of whi ch a pplies to Sudan. So there was
a clear need for a comprehen sive series of tests to be
carried out. Furthermore, the re sults of such tes ts would
be far more likely to gain credibility with Sudanese
users and decision makers tha n the results of tests car
ried out el sew here. Indeed , the res ults of the present
project show quite significant departures from those car
ried out over parts of western Europe and North
America. A further important point is that whenever a
new type of space image has become available, the s ub
sequent tests have almost invariably been carried out
over different test areas-resulting in difficulties in rec
onciling re sults and experience. We resolved to address
this particular point when carrying out tests over Sudan
in order to give a more coherent set of res ults.

TEST AREAS AND MATERIALS
As a first step, it was necessary to find s uitable
images and to match them to suitable test areas. The
matter of images was not so difficult since luckily Sudan
has large areas of desert and semiarid land which are
usually cloud-free or nearly so, while at the same time
these areas fall within the orbits of those sate llites (prin
cipally the manned space missions) launched into a low
orbital inclination relative to the equator. Thus it was
pos sible to find specific areas that had been covered by
several different types of image. The matter of finding
suitable test areas was more difficult and, in the end,
two main sites were selected. The main criterion for
their selection was that, at the time the tes t began , they
were the only areas in the country covered by the mod
ern series of 1: 100,000 scale topographic maps.
The fir st area (A in Figure 3), the R ed Sea Hills, is
predominantly hilly or mountainous and quite rugged,
with few settlements. The topogra phy takes the form of
steep hill s, ridges, valleys and ba si ns with hardly any
permanent water courses but with numerou s stee p- sid ed
wadis (dry valleys). The main area of hills is fringed to
the eas t by a low-lyin g coastal plain along and parallel
to the Red Sea coast, with the two towns of Port Sudan
and Suakin located on the coast itself. A single-track
railw ay line cros ses the test area, running from the inte
rior down to Port Sudan, while a two-lane hard-surfaced
road runs from Port Sudan southwards to K assala before
turning north to W ad Medani and then on to Khartoum.
There are a few other unsurfaced roads and tracks
betwee n the few scattered settlements. It is a dry, semi
arid area with little population or econom ic activity and
a corresponding lack of cultural detail.
In contrast, the Nile test area (B) included the three
large
cities- Khartoum ,
Khartoum
North
and
Omdurman-si tuated at the con fluence of the White and
Blu e Niles, together with the densely populated rural
areas of the Gezira irrigation scheme a nd the narrow fer
tile strips on either side of the Nile itself. Away from
these areas , there are some scattered villages.
The
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whole area is very flat, with only a few isolated hill s. A
great variety of well-defined cultural detail is present in
the area, including that associated with a large, densely
populated urban conurbation, some very large cultivated
tracts, a few planted forests and a great variety of com
munication features (roads, railways , tracks, bridges,
ferry terminals, etc).

of the contours where a 20 m interval was used was esti
mated to be me = ± 4.25 m.
For the purpo se of accuracy testing, a large number of
well defined points were identified on the relevant topo
graphic map sheets, and their UTM coordinates were
carefully scaled off relative to the map grid using an
accurate engineering scale equipped with a magnifying
glass, allowing measurements to be made to 0.1 mm.
The corresponding image points were then measured
monocularly (for the scanner and RBV images) or
stereoscopically (for the photographic images) on a
Zeiss lena Stecometer cn stereocomparator equipped
with a Cromenco microcomputer which was used as a
recording uni t. In all cases, stable hard-copy film trans
parencies were used as the media on which the measure
ments were made.
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Testing of the planimetric accuracy of the three types
of scanner image (MSS, TM and MOMS) and the RB V
image was undertaken using the familiar type of two
dimensional image transformation based on the use of
polynomials originally introduced by Wong [38 , 39].
These take the form:
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(linear (l st order) terms)
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(quadratic (2nd orde r) te rm s)
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FIGURE 3 Sudan test areas

(cubic (3rd order) term s)
+ alOx3y + allxy3 + a12x4 + a13y4 + a14x2y2
(quartic (4th order) term s)
+ aJSx3y2 + a16x2y3 + a 17xS + a J8yS
(quintic (5th order) terms)
+ aJ9x3y3
(sextic (6th order) terms)

As F igure 3 illustrates, the Red Sea Hills test area was
covered by large-format camera (LFC) photographs and
by MOM S scanner images, in addition to three types of
Landsat image (MSS, RB V and TM) and the metric
camera (MC) photographs which were available for both
test areas. Unfortunately, by the time the project had
been completed, it was still not pos sible to acquire Spot
images of the test areas. Having six types of satellite
images available for a single test area, each with quite
different geometric characteristics and resolutions, how
ever, made the test a fairly comprehensive one. Thus
the Red Sea Hills area was used to test both the geo
metric accuracy and the interpretability of all six types
of image , whereas the Nile area, which was covered by
o nly four image types (the three Landsat types and the
M C photographs), was used for only the interpretation
tests.
Both test areas were covered by modern 1: 100,000
scale topographic maps with either a 20 m or 40 m con
tour interval. Some sheets had been produced by the
SS D, but most had been produced by DO S. The maps
had been compiled from I :40,000 sca le wide-angle or
I :60,000 scale super-wide-angle photographs, both taken
from a flying height of 5,500 to 6,000 meters. Control
points had been generated via aerial tri angulation using
the independent model method, while mostly Wild B8S
and Kern PG -2 analog stereo-plotters had been used for
Simmons [31] of the
the photogrammetric plotting.
UNDP team had conducted a detailed analysis of the
accuracy of the information contained in this pho
togrammetrically produced series and came to the con
clusion that the accuracy of the planimetric detail (mpl)
was ± 0.3 mm (equivalent to 30 m) , while the accuracy

N = bo
+ b,x + b2 y
+ b3 xy + - - - - - - - - - - - -as above
+ b ,9 x 3 y 3

where x,y are the mea sured
image coordina te s; E,N are
the corresponding terrain
coordinates in the ground
coordinate sys tem

It is most helpful when deciding which of these terms
should be used in the transformation of measured image
coordinates to terrain coordinates to understand the
effec ts of each term on the transformation and the pat
tern of distortion or displacement that is modelled or
corrected by each term . These are shown graphically in
Figure 4.
The polynomial transformation formulas given above
were programmed in Fortran for use on the ICL 2900
and 3900 serie s mainframe computers at the University
of Glasgow. The program is arranged so that any spe
cific group of terms can be used to transform the mea
sured image coordinates to terrain coordinates . The var
ious transformations applied to the satelJ ite sca nner and
RB V im ages in the Sudan tests are shown below (Figure
5). These allowed the effects of adding a new term to
be monitored and evaluated. Since very large numbers
of measured points were used in the tests, giving con
siderable redundancy , the program was implemented to
provide a least-squares sol ution. It is possible also to
use all measured point s in an individual image as control
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points to derive the transformation parameters of the
specific polynomial used and then to compare the result
ing transformed values with the given or known telTain
coordinate values of the points. Alternatively , it is pos
sible to use a certain number of well distributed points
as control points for the determination of the parameters
and to use these to transform the rest of the measured
points to their terrain values for use as check points.

show that the bulk-processed Landsat MSS ima ges
obtained from NASA contained substantial sys tematic
residual distortions. The use of an affine tran sformation
immediately redu ced the errors to a third of tho se pre
sent whe n the linear transformation was used, showing
the substanti al scale affinity prese nt in the image. It will
also be seen that furthe r significant improvements in fit
occurred with the use of the 6th term (y2), 10th term (y3)
and 14th term (y4) of the polynomial transformation,
with improvements of 21 m , 21 m and 5 m, respective
ly . No improvement in accuracy was obtained by usin g
hi gher-order term s than the 14th term in the polynomial
equation. The final result, that of an m pl value of ± 80
m, is equiva lent to a single pi xe l. This is not quite as
good as the results (± 57 m) achieved by Forrest [10]
and Wong [39], but the quality of the contro l points
available in the Red Sea Hills test area was not as good
in that there were very few really well defined points
(road intersections, etc) in the area, a nd th e re must also
have been limitations arising from the use of co ntrol
points sca led from a I: 100,000 scale map.
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FIGURE 5 The various transformations applied in the plani
metric accuracy tests

TABLE 1 Results of the planimetric accuracy tests of the
MSS image of the Red Sea Hills area (using all 126 points as
control points)
Transformation

Linear conformal
Affine
Polynomials:
4 terms x y
5 terms x 2
6 terms y2
7 ter ms x2 y
8 terms x y2
9 terms x3
10 terms y3
11 terms x3 y
12 terms x y3
13 terms X4
14 terms y4

8ux'y2

FIGURE 4B Corrections introduced in northings
LANDSAT MSS

The results of the geometric accuracy tests of the
Land sat MSS image of the Red Sea Hills are given in
Tables 1 and 2. T able I gives the results using all avail
able 126 contro l points, whereas in Table 2, 50 points
were used as control points and the remaining 76 as
check points.
The resu lts from the lin ear conformal tran sformation
99

mE
(m)

mN
(m)

m pl
(m)

259.21
85.86

260.50
9737

367.49
129.83

84.57
84.80
73.30
73.57
72.37
72.43
59.06
58.55
58.30
58.32
55. 93

94.17
93.99
70.68
70.82
67.50
67.77
56.16
56.30
56.53
56.65
52.85

126.57
126.59
10 1.82
102.1 2
98.96
99. 19
81.50
81.22
81.2 1
81.30
76 .95
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TABLE 2 Results of the planimetric accuracy test of the MSS image of the Red Sea Hills area
(control points and check points)
Control paints (n
Transformation

Linear conformal
Affine
Polynomials:
4 terms x y
5 terms x 2
6 term s y2
7 terms x 2 y
8 term s x y2
9 terms x}
10 term s y3
1 [ terms x 3 y
12 term s x y3
13 terms X4
14 term s y'l

=50)

Check points (n

= 76)

mE
(m)

mN
(m)

mpl
(m)

mE
(m)

mN
(m)

mpl
(m)

274.40
93.22

305.71
109.66

410.80
14393

203.69
86.54

27915
93.16

355.59
127. [5

93.74
94.55
77.37
78.26
77.03
7795
65.87
63.42
63.83
64.69
60. 10

104.87
106.03
75.71
76.49
72.62
73.34
56.51
55.73
55.79
56.52
52.20

140.66
142.07
108.23
109.43
105.86
107.03
86.79
84.43
84.78
85.91
79.60

84.60
85 .55
74.94
74 .98
74.32
74 .5 7
57.87
59.73
58.66
58 .68
56 .96

90.30
89.92
69.72
70.56
67.77
68.45
58.68
59.58
61.02
61.21
57.97

123.74
124.[2
102.36
102.97
100.58
10l.22
82.42
84.36
84.64
84 .80
81.27

below in Tables 3 and 4. The image was acquired in
1984 and process ed by the EROS Data Center. Table 3
gives the results usi ng all available 98 control points,
while in Table 4, 40 points were used as control points
and 58 as check points. Again, as with the MSS results,
the results from using higher-order terms beyond those
given in these tables are not included because they did
not achieve any improvement in the planimetric accura
cy results .
In comparison with the MSS image, the degree of
scale affinity is much smaller, though the effect is still
apparent despite the fact th at the geometric correction
facility in the TIPS processing facility is claimed to be
very rigorou s. The results of further processing after the
application of the affine transformation show that only
the 6th term (y2) had any significant effect-of between
5 and 7 m. The final result of an m pl value of about ±
45 m was rather disappointing, since it amounted to 1.5
times the TM pixel size of 30 m. Further tests of the
i ndi vidual quadrants or quarter scenes revealed that var
iou s local distortions were still present in the TM image.

Al so, it wa s felt again that the lack of well defined cul
tural detail in the te st area and the fact that the control
data had been derived from the existing I: 100,000 scale
map were not conducive to achieving good results.
A further test of the geometric accuracy of TM
images was carried out in Gla sgow by lsong [17] for two
quarter-scenes of the London area and Kent in southeast
En gland. These were also acquired in 1984, but had
been processed by the ESA Earthnet faci lity at Kiruna,
Sweden. The results of these tests showed a very sub
stantial improvement on those of the Red Sea Hills
image. This seemed to result from a variety of factor s.
In the first place, the image quality was excellent with a
much improved clarity of detail, and an abundance of
very well defined cultural details made the task of defin
ing and measuring the control points on the existing
maps and the TM images much easier-and with more
certainty. Furthermore, the control points used in the
test were derived from the Ordn ance Survey 1:50,000
sc ale maps. It was also apparent that the geometric
quality of the ESA-proce ssed images was very much
higher than the Red Sea Hill s image since virtually no
improvement resu lted from the use of the polynomial
transformations. In particular, the scale affinity which is
apparent in almost all satellite sc anner images is entire
ly absent in these ESA-produced images.

Results of the planimetric accuracy tests of the TM
image of the Red Sea Hills area (using all 98 points as con
trol points)

TABLE 3

Transformation

mE
(m)

mN
(m)

m pl
(m)

Linear conformal
Affine
Polyno mial s:
4 term s x y
5 term s x 2
6 te rms y2

44 .87
34.53

50.84
42.26

67.81
54.57

34 .33
31.97
31.81

42.39
41.12
34.66

54.54
52.09
47.04

MOMS IMAGES

The use of high-resolution linear array scanners from
space was a feature of the late 1980s, and it was a major
di sappointment that, at the time (1986/88) of the work
reported here, Spot images were not avail able for the
test areas. However, two MOMS images of excellent

Results of the planimetric accuracy test of the TM image of the Red Sea Hills area
(control points and check points)

TABLE 4

Control points (n
Transformation

Linear co nfo rmal
Affine
Polynomials :
4 terms x y
5 term s x 2

= 40)

Check points (n

= 58)

mE
(m)

mN
(m)

mpl
(m)

mE
(m)

mN
(m)

mpl
(m)

44.61
34.94

50.29
41.66

67.22
54.83

41.29
31.87

54.55
41.69

68.41
52.48

33.80
30.64

42.08
4 [.47

53.9 8
51.57

31.15
28 .16

41.31
3957

51.74
48.56

100
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quality (one using the panchromatic channel, the other
the infrared channel) were available for the Red Sea
Hills test area. They had been acquired in 1984 and
processed by DFVLR in Germany. The pixel size (20
m) of the MOMS images is of course the same as that of
the Spot HRV sensor operating in its multispectral
mo de. The results of the geometric accuracy tests of the
MOM S images are given below for both images in the
same form as for the Landsat MSS and TM test images,
ie, Table 5 gives the results using all 51 control points,
while Tables 6 and 7 give the results for the situation
where 20 points were used as control points and 31 as
check points .
It was immediately apparent that the DFVLR
processed hard-copy images had not been well corrected
geometrically, but it was also obvious that the major
item of distortion was a massive scale affinity between x
and y direction s in both images. Once a correction for
this effect was applied and compensated for, it was also
apparent that no significant improvement occurred
through the application of higher-order terms in the
polynomial transformation. It is interesting to note once
again the lack of a correction for the scale affinity which
seems to occur in so many satellite scanner images,
especially when this is a matter which can be corrected
quite easily during the data processing operations.
The planimetric accuracy (m pl ) of ± 25 m obtained
over the Red Sea Hills using the MOMS images is real
ly most acceptab le and offers a substantial improvement
on the ± 45 m obtained with the TM images of the same
area. Ind eed they are of the same order as those for test
ed TM images of areas in highly developed countries
having good image quality and better control arising
from the presence of large numbers of well defined
points and high-quality maps. Presumably if MOMS

images had been tested over similar areas, an appropri
ate improvement in the planimetric accuracy results
perhaps of ± 15 to 18 m-might be expected, which
would be just below the MOMS pixel size of 20 m.
LANDSAT RBV

Finally , to make the series of geometric/planimetri c
accuracy tests as comprehensive as possible, a Landsat
3 RBV image of the Red Sea Hill s area was also includ
ed in the tests. Although the RBV image has a basic
geometry similar to that of a perspective photograph,
given the very lon g focal length and the very small
angular coverage (8.7°) of its lens, relief displacements
are relatively small and it can be treated and tested as a
monoscopic two-dimensional (2D) image in much the
same manner as the MSS, TM and MOMS scanner
images discu ssed above. Although NASA produced the
RBV images with a nominal ground pixel size of 30 m,
the published estimates of their actual ground resolution
vary between 45 m [4] and 70 m [34]. In fact, the qual
ity of the RBV images of Sudan is quite rea sonable and,
since a fairly good coverage exis ts for the country, it
seemed sensible to include RBV images in the test
series . The two tables for geometric accuracy given
below correspond to those for the preceding images, ie,
Table 8 giving the results using all 87 points as control
points and Table 9 the results using 40 points as control
points with the remaining 47 as check points. Again
only those results using terms which produced an
improvement in planimetric accuracy are included in
these tables . The results from the inclusion of other
higher-order terms showed no change.
The results are, in many respects, similar to those
achieved using the TM images of the same test area.
The usual scale affinity is present to a small degree (as

TABLE 5 Results of the planimetric accuracy test of the MOMS images of the Red Sea Hills

area (using all 51 points as control points)
Scene 1
Transformation

Linear conformal
Affine

Scene 2

mE
(m)

mN
(m)

m pl
(m)

mE
(m)

mN
(m)

m pl
(m)

547.25
19.45

507.66
20.50

746.46
28.26

542.20
19.00

509.56
19.78

744.06
27.43

TABLE 6 Results of the planimetric accuracy test of the MOMS (scene 1) image of the Red
Sea Hills area (control points and check points)
Control points (n
Transformation

Linear conformal
Affine

= 20)

Check points (n

mE
(m)

mN
(m)

m pl
(m)

723.96
22.11

629 .61
20.23

959.44
29.97

= 31)

mE
(m)

mN
(m)

m pl
(m)

499.90
18.31

352.72
21.23

611.81
28.03

TABLE 7 Results of the planimetric accuracy test of the MOMS (scene 2) image of the Red

Sea Hills area (control points and check points)
Check points (n = 31)

Control points (n = 20)
Transformation

Linear conformal
Affine

mE
(m)

mN
(m)

mpl
(m)

724 .09
24.69

628.14
21.74

958.57
32.90

101

mE
(m)

mN
(m)

m pl
(m)

502.23
18.99

340.86
20.57

606.98
28.00
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for the NASA-produced TM im age), and the final values
of m pl = ± < 40 m are just a little smaller (ie, better)
than those achieved in the TM test.

GEOMETRIC ACCURACY
PHOTOGRAPHS

TESTING

OF

SPACE

METRIC CAMERA (MC)

The accuracy tests of metric camera (MC) photogra
phy were carried out over the Red Sea Hills area using
two stereo pairs (photos J 10, III and 112 taken in
December 1983 using false-colour film). Since prior
experience with the scanner images had suggested that
similar tests carried out over a more highly developed
area with well defined test points and more accurate
control values would give better results, another test area
was selected covering part of the state of Georgia in the
United States. Thi s was covered by M C photographs
985, 986 and 987 taken using hi gh-re solution panchro
matic film. Control and check points were derived from
the J :24,000 scale maps of the area publi shed by the
USGS.
All control points in each stereo pair were measured
Results of the planimetric accuracy tests of the
RBV image of the Red Sea Hills area (using all 87 points as
control points)

TABLE 8

Transformation

Linear conformal
Affine
Polynomials:
4 terms x y
5 terms x2
6 terms y2
7 term s x2 y
8 terms x y2
9 terms x 3

mE
(m)

mN
(m)

mpl
(m)

60.90
35.50

64.90
36.20

8900
50.70

33 .1 0
3200
30.30
29.60
29.20
27.20

35.70
35 .80
30.40
30.60
25.70
25.90

48.70
48.00
42.90
4260
39.00
3750

three times in the Stecometer and the mean of the three
measurements was adopted as the image coordinates of
the point. A preliminary progi am corrected the mea
sured image coordinates for lens distortion and Earth
curvature. Various analytical photogrammetric solutions
were then employed to generate the terrain coordinates
for comparison with the known values derived from the
existing topographic map s.
~.' he method which wa s
finally chosen and employed to generate the results
given in Table 10 was based on the use of the space
resection/intersection technique.
In spection of the table shows that, while the accura
cies in pl a nimetric position are directly comparable for
both the Red Sea Hills and the G eorgia models with an
average value for m J equal to ± 2S m , the height values
achieved with the Georg ia areas were substantially bet
ter, with mh values of 22 m as against mh = ± 30 m in
the Re d Sea Hill s model s.
It is interesting to note that one of the two test mod
el s of the Red Sea H ill s area formed from photos 110
and III was also measured hy the O verseas Survey
D irectorate (OSD) of the O rdnance Survey (OS)- suc
cessor to DOS . A preliminary discu ss ion of this test
was given by Snowsill [32]; the final results were report
ed by Rackham [28). For its accu racy test, the OSD had
available the control points established by ground survey
and aerial triangulation during the photogrammetric
operations carried out on the aerial photographs used for
the production of the 1: 100,000 scale maps. These were
transferred to the MC photographs using a W ild PUG 4
point tran sfer instrument.
A Ke rn DSR- J analytical
plotter was used for the measurements .
Us ing four
points located at the corners of the model as control
points and 3J as check points, the mpJ value was ± 22 m.
The figures for the pl a nimetric accuracy were slightly
le ss good (28 m vs 25 m) than those achieved in the pre
sent project, while the height accuracy figures were con
siderably better (22 m vs 30 m). Presumably this is
attributed to better control being available when the
model was measured by the OSD . It will be noted that

TABLE 9 Results of the planimetric accuracy test of the RBV image of the Red Sea Hills area

(control points and check points)
Check poin ts (n = 4 7)

Control points (n = 40)
Transformation

Linear conformal
Affine
Polynomials:
4 terms x y
5 terms x2
6 terms y2
7 terms x2 y

TABLE 10

mE
(m)

mN
(m)

m pl
(m)

mE
(m)

mN
(m)

m pl
(m)

58.60
34.50

62.20
3980

85.40
52.70

71.60
37.30

58.90
35.60

9270
51.60

28.00
27.30
27 .60
27.70

39 .30
34.20
34.00
29.50

48.20
43.70
43.80
40.40

35.90
33.80
32.80
3160

35.00
29.80
31.30
25.60

50.10
4500
45.30
40.70

Me space resection/intersection results
Check points

Control points
Maciel
no

No of
points

mE
(m)

mN
(m)

m pl
(m)

mh
(m)

No of
poin ts

mE
(m)

mN
(m)

m pl
(m)

mh
(m)

Red Sea
Hills

1 lOll 11
1111112

30
25

18.60
1700

15.50
19.30

24.14
25.72

29.80
31.80

55
31

20.70
20.90

20.20
22.40

28.90
30.60

34.60
30.70

Georgia

985/986
986/987

30
30

17.20
17.80

18.00
17.60

24.90
25.03

23.90
22.50

67
58

1750
17.00

15.30
15.80

23 .24
23.20

21.30
21.80

Area

102
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the height accurac y figures (± 22 m) for the Georgia
model measured at Glasgow-where better control was
also avail abl e-are virtually identical to those ac hieved
for the Re d Sea Hills model measured by the OSO .
The results of accuracy tests of MC photogra phy con
ducted over a coastal area in L ibya (which may be con
sidered to have terrain condition s not too d issimilar to
these prevailing in Sud an) were pub li shed by
Meneguette [22]. In this test, the plani metri c accuracy
(mpl) was ± 33 m and the height acc uracy (m h ) was ± 31
m-slightly higher figures th an those for Su dan reported
above. Aga in, when similar tests were conducted o ver
an area in a developed country (Ma rs eill es, France) wi th
better defined detail and more accurate control , the
results improved to mpl = ± 19 m and mh = ± 26 m.

MC photogra phs.
The corresponding points on the
orthophotograph were measured using a large-form at
GTCO tablet d igi ti7cr havi ng a resolution of 0.1 mm.
Thirty points were used as control points, the remainin g
45 acting as chec k points. The results ac hieved using
both linear conformal and affine transformations are
given in T able II.
The results which gave m p1 values of ± 48 m at the
control po ints and ± 38 m at the che ck points can be
regard ed as extremely sati sfactory, since they correspond
to ± 0 .2 mill and ± 0.15 mm, respectively, at the
1:250,000 scale of the orthophotograph.
T he 182,000 mea su red hei ght points were also used to
generate a triang ular-based DTM from which contours
were derived at 20 m intervals. Also 1,300 hei ght val
ues were interpolated Crom the contour li nes produced by
aerial photogrammelri c method s by DOS for the
I: 100,000 scale to pographic maps of the test area.
T he se values were used as check points and compared
wi th the corres ponding val ues g ive n by the DTM . The
resulting mh values vari ed o ver a range of ± 16 m to ±
47 m fo r d ifferent subareas within the test model,
depend ing on the slope and complexity of the terrain.
A comparabl e o rthophotog ra ph o f the GezirafJebel
Aw lia area just south of Kharto um on the W hite Nile
was pro duc ed from MC photograph s at the U ni versity of
Hannover using a Ke rn DSR -il analytical plotter and a
Zeis s Obe rkoche n Z2 O rthocomp analytically-controlled
orlhopho topr inter (see [9, 33, 30]). However, no test of
the geometric accuracy was reported in the se papers ,
whi ch concentrated more on the interpretational qualitie s
of the MC photograph s for topographic mapping.
D ucher [6] also referred bri efly (p 678) to the production
of an orthophotograph of the Khartoum are a by rGN at
I :25 0,000 scale us ing a Wild OR-l Avioplan, but again
no les t of geo merri c accuracy was attempted. The main
co mments concerned its superior qu ality to that pro
duced over Marse illes because of th e higher sun ele va 
tion of the Su dan MC photos.

MC-generated Orthophotograph

Sin ce the production of conventional small-scale line
maps is a costly and ti me-consumi ng operation, muc h
discussion has taken place over the years about their
substitution by annotated photo-m aps based on
orthophotographs with contours produced fro m the mea
sured profiles or other height measurements carri ed o ut
during the generation of the orth opho tog ra phs [18, 5].
Since only a very limited in terpretation of the pho
tograph s is carried out, the method lends itself to auto
mated or semi-automated production an d hence to a con
siderable reduction in the lime req uired to make the
product available to users. or course, there are well
known drawbacks in gene rating photo-m aps of this type,
most notably that of shifting the burd en of interpreting
the image from the map prod ucers to the users.
However, it seemed worth while in a project conc erned
with the applicability of space images fo r topograph ic
mapping of Sudan to gencrate such an orthophotograph
and to inve stigate both its geom etri c accuracy and in ter
pretability. This was carried out usi ng the stereo pai r
formed by photos III and 112 of th e MC photograph y.
T errain height was mea sured on this stereo model
(cove ring 100 x 180 km) in para llel profiles lI sin g a
Kern DSR 1 analytical plotter; 182,000 height points
were mea sured along the 252 profiles req uired to co ver
the area of the mod el. The profile data were then input
into the SCOP program installed on a V AX comp ute r at
the Institute of Photogram metry at the Technical
University of Vienn a to produce the dense r grid-based
DTM required for the producti on of rhe orthop hoto 
graph. An analytically-controlled Wild OR -1 A vioplan
was then used at Vienn a to produce the fi nal oftho pho
tograph at 1:250,000 scale (since thi s was the maximum
poss ible enlargement from the MC ph Olograph at
1: 820 ,000 scale which could be acco mmod ated on the
OR-I).
A pl animetric accu racy test was carried out using 75
of the control po in ts used in the precedin g test of the

LARGE-FORMAT CAMERA (LFC)

The second type of space photographs of the Red Sea
Hi lls area were taken from the space shuttle in October
19 84 using NASA 's large-format camera (LFC ; scale
1:754,000). In fact, three strips were fl ow n over north
east Sudan. From this quite ex ten sive coverage, two
ste reo mode ls were selected and formed from photos
13 19, 1320 and 1321 taken with high-resolution
panchromatic f ilm . A ro tal of 30 control po ints and 53
check points covered the whol e area of the central photo .
T he measu reme nts were again carried out using the
Ze iss Stccometer and the anal ytical solutions used with
th e MC photographs were also employed with the L FC
model s . The resul ts of us ing the sp ace resection/inter
section tec hn ique are given in Tab le 12.

TABLE 11 Results of the planimetric accuracy test of the MC orthophoto of the Red Sea Hills
area (control points and check points)
Control poin ts (n
Tra nsformation

L inear con fo rmal
Affine

= 30)

Check points (n

m pl

mE

(m)

mN
(m)

(m)

34.40
33.70

34.40
33.80

48.60
47 .70

mE
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= 45)

(m)

mN
(m)

m pl
(m)

28.30
30.90

22.90
23 .50

36.40
39.00
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TABLE 12 LFC space resection/intersection results
Control paints
Area

Red Se a
Hills

Check points

Model
no

No of
points

mE
(m)

mN
(m)

m pl
(m)

mh
(m)

No of
points

mE
(m)

mN
(m)

mpl
(m)

mh
(m)

13 1911 320
13201132 1

30
30

17.23
13.59

11.99
1 L81

20.99
l8.00

17.47
20.36

53
57

14.52
14.10

14.16
12. 68

20. 28
18.97

19.91
17.26

Thi s table indic ate s that the planimetric accuracy
(mpt) achieved with the models was approximately ± 20
m, while the height acc uracy (m h ) was ± 19 m. Both
pl animetric and hei ght acc uracy figure s improved on
those achieved using the MC photograph s-from ± 25 m
to ± 20 m in planimetry and from ± 30 m to ± 19 m in
heights. The former would appear to be the result of the
much better resolution of the LFC photog raphs, while
the latter would appear to be the result of its better
geometry- the respective base/height ratios being 0.3
(MC) and 0.5 (LFC). From a theoreti cal point of view,
the heights that can be determined photogrammetrically
from the LFC photograph s should be approximately 60
percent (0.3/0.5) better than the values achieved with
MC photograph s, and indeed this is just about the ratio
(18 m/30 m) whi ch was achi eved in these two te sts.
It is worth noting the results reported by Hartley [14] ,
also of the OSD, who gave a summ ary of the results of
a geometric acc uracy test of LFC photography carried
out in the same area of Sud an. Further detailed results
and discussion were given in the report by Rollin and
Dowman [29]. This test was organized by the OS on
behalf of the OEEPE using model 1864/1865 covering
the Kassala area, close to the Ethiopian border and some
distance south of the Red Sea Hill s area. Again ground
control from the DOS aerial photogrammetric operations
provided 10 points for use in absolute orientation and an
additional 20 check points. These control points had
been marked on intermediate scale photographs reduced
in scale from the origin al mapping photograph s . All
parti cipants were also supplied with false-colour film
diapo sitives and the appropriate camera ca libration data.
The results of thi s test at the control points and check
points are given in Table 13.
The average value of m~1 is ± 187 m and of m h is ±
30 m. The results are obVIOu sly very much poorer than
those reported above. Poor photographic quality and
resolution and difficulties in control point transfer were
th o ught to be the main reasons for these very disap
pointing results [14] .

INTERPRETATION OF SCANNER
TOPOGRAPHIC MAPPING

IMAGES

The preceding planimetric accuracy tests showed that,
by and large, most types of space image could be recti
fied geometri cally and used to produce planimetric data
for 1: 100,000 scale topographic mapping in Sudan ,
which would meet the map specification of m pl = ± 0.3
mm (30 m) . Certainly this is true of the images pro
duced by the linear array scanners (MOMS and Spot)
and for the space photograph s (MC and LFC). The TM
and RBV images could also be employed to satisfy a
Only the MSS
slightly more relaxed specification.
image s fell con siderably short of meeting the pl animet 
ric accuracy requirements of such a map se ries and thi s
was caused by shortcomings in resolution rather than the
system's intrinsic geometry.
However, their po sitional accuracy is not the only
matter concerning the planimetri c features depicted on a
topographic map; it is also critical to be able to detect,
interpret and correctly depict those fe atures required by
the map specification. Thus an exten sive series of inter
pretational tests was also carried out for all the variou s
types of image described above in the context of the
geometric accuracy tests. This was done by first making
a comprehensive list of all features and details required
by and shown on the exi sting 1: 100,000 scale maps of
the test areas.
The features which are required to be shown on the
1: 100,000 scale maps fall into five main categories.
These are
(1) line s of communication (roads, ra ilways, etc) and
associ ated feature s (railway stations , bridges, etc)
(2) cultural features including towns , villages, airports ,
electrical and water supply features (power lines , pipe
lines, etc)
(3) hydrology, including rivers, canals , reservoirs
(4) land and relief forms including hilly areas, sand
dunes, gravel beds, etc and
(5) vegetation and land cover including cultivated

TABLE 13 OEEPE test results of LFC photography of Sudan
Control points (n
Participant

mE
(m)

RCJ , Austria
IGN, Belgium
GLGI, Finl and
IGN, France
lAG, Germany
IT, Italy
Euro, Belgium
SK , Norw ay
NIT , Norway
VCL, UK
OS , UK

15.1
25.3

mN
(m)

22.7
45 .8
Not compl eted
6.5
14.6
6.1
9.1

273.6
60.0
35.4
7.7
22.5

240.1
136.7
66.9
8.4
25 .3

= 10)

Check points (n

m pl
(m)

mh
(m)

mE
(m)

27.3
54.3

25.3
7.4

112.7
104.4

16 .0
10.9

14.7
13.0
10.6
57.4
57.5
23.5
6.6
12.3

153.6
90.6

II.J
33.8

104

Not
No t

134.7
Not

584.7
80.7

= 20)

m pl
(m)

mh
(m)

204 .0
170.1
173. 3
138. 3
completed
2 14.9
150.3
118.7
149. 3
completed
completed
203.0
151. 8
compl eted
904.2
689 .8
180.2
161.1

1 1.6
19.9

mN
(m)

Not

364.0
149 .3
75.7

FOR

30.7
22.5

756.4
48.6
48.8
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areas, woods, orchards, etc.
For those images that stretched as far as the Red Sea
coast , it was also possible to include a sixth main cate
gory, that of coastal and hydrographic features, includ
ing the coastline itself, harbours, tidal flats , reefs, etc.
A summary table for the MSS and RBV images show
ing the results of initial tests of detectability and inter
pretability of the topographic details was prepared by
Abdalla [I J and included in a paper by Petrie [27]. The
results of the present study are summarized below.

Journal 1994-2

CULTURAL FEATURES

Again the matter of including small towns, villages
and small settlements is vital, even on 1: 100,000 scale
topographic maps, because of their importance to the
people in the area and for administrative, planning and
security purposes. The difficulties of detecting those
features were exacerbated in Sudan since, outside the
largest towns , the buildings are often quite small in size
and are usually made of mud brick or similar material or
of wood or brushwood so that they exhibit negligible
contrast with the surrounding terrain background. Even
small but important settlements such as Sinkat, Haiya
and Summed in the Red Sea Hills could be detected and
positively identified only on the higher-resolution TM
and MOMS images with the aid of the existing maps. In
the Gezira iITigation area, the presence of villages built
of local materials could only be inferred from the pattern
of the surrounding cultivated fields, and collateral infor
mation from the existing map was required to confirm
their existence. Many smaller settlements in the desert
and arid areas could not be located even with that assis
tance and yet they are vital features which need to be
included on the maps of these sparsely populated areas .
Of course, large cities such as Khartoum could be
detected on all four types of image but their internal
detail or pattern could be mapped only if there were
large regular blocks of buildings or large open areas
such as cemeteries and parkland. In older cities such as
Omdurman where there are large numbers of small
buildings and a confusing pattern of narrow streets, it
was impossible to map the internal detail even on the
higher-resolution images. Also it was often difficult to
define the limits of the urban area, especially where this
comprised shanty towns with a myriad of small closely
packed dwellings built of local materials and occurring
in a highly irregular pattern.
In the case of airfields, the runways of the two large
airports-Khartoum International Airport and Wadi
Saidna military airport- both more than 2 km long,
showed up clearly even on MSS images, but the smaller
taxi-ways and aircraft parking and dispersal areas could
be seen only on the higher-resolution images. On the
other hand, those airfields and airstrips without hard-sur
faced runways located at the smaller towns and consist
ing of flattened and hard-packed ground were often
extremely difficult to locate and identify without the
help of the existing topographic maps.
Almost all other small but vital items to be included
in a 1: 100,000 scale topographic map-such as electric
power stations, storage tanks, water and oil pipe lines,
etc-remained undetected, even on the higher-resolution
TM and MOMS images.

LINES OF COMMUNICATION

In Sudan, there are few hard-surfaced roads outside
the Khartoum area. Where present, they have asphalt or
tar macadam surfaces and widths between 8 and 16 m.
With the MSS images, it was very difficult to detect
these roads except for short stretches where they ran
between large blocks of cultivation-when the combined
strip of the road and its verges provided a wide enough
band for it to be detected. The increased resolution, ie,
smaller pixel size, of the TM , MOMS and RBV images
offered an improvement in the interpretation of hard-sur
faced roads, but even here it was not possible to detect
and identify them consistently and with confidence,
especially in urban areas where there is a need to pro
vide the main skeleton of the road network.
Since by far the greatest part of the communication
network in Sudan comprises unsurfaced roads and
tracks, the almost total failure to detect and identify
these features on the three types of Landsat image (MSS ,
TM and RBV) and the quite small improvement offered
by the MOMS image was one of the most serious defects
of satellite scanner and RBV images when considering
the possibilities of using these images for topographic
mapping. Even when they were detected in parts, as on
the MOMS images, they could not be identified with
certainty without the collateral information given by the
existing topographic maps. Furthermore, the failure to
detect these roads and tracks also added to the difficulty
of locating villages and settlements, whose positions on
aerial photographs are often highlighted through the con
vergence of roads and tracks. Of course, the difficulties
in locating these features are compounded by the fact
that many of the vehicular roads and tracks often change
their position with time as certain stretches become
unusable through wear or seasonal flooding.
The remarks regarding roads and tracks apply also to
railway lines. In Sudan, these are narrow gauge and sin
gle-track with a bed which is raised only slightly above
the ground. In the extensive areas of flat desert and
semiarid land, there are very few embankments or cut
tings which might aid detection and identification of
railways. Even outside the flat areas, eg, in the Red Sea
Hills, it was very difficult to locate the railway lines
without the help of existing maps. So once again, the
inability to map this vital class of feature with any reli
ability was a most serious defect.
The large road and railway bridges crossing the White
and Blue Niles were detectable on all images, but small
er bridges elsewhere were virtually undetectable. In
summary, the failure to reliably detect, identify and map
those features making up the country's communication
network is one of the biggest obstacles to the use of
satellite images for topographic mapping purposes in
Sudan.

HYDROLOGIC FEATURES

With this class of feature, the news is very much bet
ter. There was little difficulty even on the low-resolu
tion MSS image in detecting and delineating the larger
permanently-flowing rivers such as the Nile and its larg
er tributaries, especially using appropriate specific bands
of the multispectral MSS, TM and MOMS images. The
same remarks can be applied to the larger irrigation
canals, though the smaller canals which form a dense
network in the irrigated areas could not be detected.
Most of the smaller rivers and streams are highly sea
sonal, so their appearance varied with the date of acqui
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sition of a specific image. But even when dry, the nat
ural drainage sy stems showed up qui te well and with
great complexity-which is difficult to represe nt on a
co nventional line map.

gular fiel ds or blocks . Thus in the Ge zira and other
large irrigated areas, each plot or field is la rge, often 4
ha in si ze. an d the alternating areas of cultivated and
unculti vated areas along the banks of the Nile and its
tributa ries showed up quite clearly.
The few woo dl an ds prese nt in the test area, such as
the large shelter be lt s south of Khartoum city, were quite
pro minent and were mostly easy to detect and deline ate
even on the low-resolution MSS image. O n the other
hand, areas of scrub and scattered trees were intrinsical
ly difficult to de tec t, identify and delineate and the satel
lite images offered little help to do so . Orc hards were
difficult to differenti ate from other types of cultivated
land (eg, along the Nile banks), thou gh it may be possi
ble to do so on the hi gher-resolution MOMS im ages .

LANDFORMS AND RELIEF FEATURES

In general, the hilly areas showed up clearly on all
images (even on the MSS images) to give a generalized
picture of the relief. In addition , mallY of the individual
hills, ridges , scarps, cliffs and valleys in the rugged, dis
sected area of the Red Sea Hills were quite discernible,
especially on the higher-resolution TM and MOMS images
(Figure 6), though it was not easy and sometimes not pos
sible to define the watersheds between drainage basins.
The valleys are often quite sandy and contrast sharply with
the bare rock of the hill s, but their very high reflectivity
causes them to appear unifonnly white, thus obscuri ng all
the fine detail present in the valley. This helps to expl ain
the difficulties experienced in detecting unsurfaced roads
and tracks which often follow such val leys in these hilly
areas. Also it means that the actual position of the wadi
or drainage channel lying in such a valley ofte n has to be
inferred rather than actually plotted.
In the area of the coastal plain , the high refl ectivity of
the non-vegetated ground surface and the lack of con
trast often made it difficult to detect speci fic small relief
features and again made it very difficult to plot ro ads
and tracks .

HYDROGRAPHY

This cl ass of fe ature is. of course, present only on
those images in the Red Sea Hills te st area that extend
far enoug h to reach the Red Sea. In general, this coast
line itself- with its bays , harbours. capes, islands, etc
showed up reasonably well, even on the MSS images.
I n s ummary. the res ults of the interpretation tests
using the various types of Landsat image and the MOMS
im ages we re q ui te dis appointing in ter ms of the possible
co ntri bution they ca n make to small-scale topographi c
mapping of Sudan. W hile th e landforms , hyd rology and
agricultura l areas could be mapped with a reasonable
certainty , especi ally on the hig her-resolution images, it
was the ma n- made infrastructure of towns, settleme nu"
communi catio ns an d ut ility-related features (pipe lines,
po wer li nes. gene rati ng stations, etc) that was largely
mis sing or incom pletely recorded on topographic maps

VEGETATION AND LAND COVER

The main feature within this cl ass which in gen era l
could be detected and identified was culti vated land,
especially where it occurred in the form of large rectan-

FIGURE 6 MOMS image of part of the Red Sea Hills test area
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derived from these images. Yet it is precisely these fea
tures which the map user is most likely to want to be
complele and up-to-date.
Another important point which has to be made is that
the experiences and reports on the mapping poss ibilities
from space images which have been carried out for other
types of landscape, especially highly-developed areas,
have little or no applicability to a country such as Sudan
with large areas of arid and semiarid land which are
sparsely populated and little developed. In particular,
linear elements such as roads and railways that can often
be discerned in highly-developed areas because of their
high contrast wi th re spect to their surroundings are di s
appointingly absent in the Sudan image s.

PHOTO INTERPRETATION
MAPPING

FOR

However, it must be said that , in general terms, the
interpretational qualities of these MC photographs
(Figure 7) are still an jmprovement on those experienced
with the scanner and RBV images. Comments will be
concentrated on those categories of detail-basically the
man-made infrastructure-which were seriously defi
cient on these other satellite images.
The hard-surfaced roads (eg, those from Khartoum
running southwards towards Jebel Awlia on the White
Nile and Wad Med ani on the Blue Nile and the short
stretches running northwards parallel to the east and
west banks of the Nile) could be detected in many areas
without a break, greatly helped by the pattern of culti
vated land . However, detection quite often failed in the
areas of bare land . Again the unsurfaced roads could be
detected better on the MC photograph s than on the other
images , though again only with difficulty and often only
with the help of the collateral information given by
existing map s. Large gaps were still experienced in bare
areas. Also the railway lines from Khartoum to Wad
Medani and to Atbara could be detected; again the fact
that they run through large areas of cultivated land, so
exhibiting contrast, helped in thi s respect. On the other
hand, the line from Atbara to Port Sudan-running fir st
through bare sandy desert, then through the Red Sea
Hills and finally across the bare coastal plain-could not
be detected over much of jts length. In total, there was
an improv ement using the MC photographs, but there
was sti 11 a considerable shortfall in terms of the com
pletenes s and reliability of inclusion of communication
feature s .
In urban areas, again some improvement was experi
en ced and in the more modern planned cities and towns
such as Khartoum , Khartoum North and Wad Medani,
the main streets and roads which occur mainly in regu
lar pattern s could be detected. In the older, more tradi
tional towns such as Omdurman and Atbara, the road
pattern was very diffi cult to discern since the roads are
very na rrow and the buildings small and irregular in size
and shape. Al so the smaller towns and villages scattered
over the rest of the area were still virtually undetectable

TOPOGRAPHIC

This series of tests was carried out and reported upon
separately from that of the scanner and RBV images ,
since they involved a combination of high-resolution
photographic images and the stereosco pic viewing and
interpretation of the 3D models which could be formed
from the MC and LFC photographs.
As js now well-known , the quality of the Me photog
raphy fell rather below expectation s becau se of a combi
nabon of circumstances: (1) the lack of image compen
sation (fMC ) on the Zeiss Oberkochen RMK 30/23 cam
era and the consequent inability to use slow-speed, high
resolution film; (2) technical problems experienced dur
ing the in-flight operation of the camera causing stretch
ing of the images and a loss of definition; and (3) the
poor illumination conditions o ccurring in the northern
hemisphere caused by the winter launch and operation
(in December) of the shuttle/spacelab mission. The last
point resulted in the exposure of the MC photographs at
low sun elevation-in the case of the MC photography
at 9 am Sud a n local time. All these factors combined to
cause the image quality of the single strip of MC pho
tographs taken over Sudan using false-colour film to be
co nsiderably less than optimal.

photograph of part of
the Gezira irrigation scheme flanked
by the Blue and White Nile rivers
FIGURE 7 Me
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on the MC photographs, thou gh it was possible to find
on e or two of the villages located on the railwa y line to
Port Sudan with the help of the e xisting ma ps. The
comments made by Rackham [28] as a result of plotting
model 1101111 in the Red Sea Hill s area follow the same
line s as those reported above.
Last in the series of interpretational te sts was that ca r
ried out using the LFC photographs. To say the least,
thi s was a rev elation when compared with all the other
image s. For example, the Port Sudan-Kass ala-Khartoum
main road was clearly visible , as wa s the pattern of sur
faced and unsurfaced road s in Port Sudan it self (Figure
8) . The main de ficiencies still concerned the network of
un surfaced roads and tracks which co nnect the minor
settlements across this va st area, since neither the track s
nor settlements could be detected with reli a bility and
certainty . But, in total , th e amount of topographic infor
mation which could be extracted from the LFC pho
tographs was far in exces s of th at from all other types
of image. The combin ation of a high-reso lution lens and
a slow-speed, high-definition film used with a long
exposure, and the image motion compensation present in
the LFC coupled with the excellent 3D model and
stereoscopic viewing provided by the good base/height
ratio gave by far the best results in the tests undertaken
in this project. In parti cul ar, its superiority in showing
smaller objects and det ail with poorer contrast was most
marked . However, the missing communication s network
and the smaller settlements whi ch still remained unde
tected would obviously entail a large effort and e xpense
in terms of field completion . It is a m atter of de bate as
to whether it is worthwhile to do so when financial and
huma n resource s are limited.
In the OEEPE-sponsored test of LFC photographs
reported by Rollin and Dowm a n [29] , the results were
broadl y similar, though obviou sly the use of false-colour
photograph s gave a poorer resolution on the one hand
(which affected the identific ation of ground control
points and the detection of mi nor road s and other small
point and line features), but resulted in a better cla ssifi
c ation of vegetation on the other.

COLLATERAL INFORMATION ON SPOT TESTS AND
PRODUCTION EXPERIENCE
It was a matter of considerable disappointment to us
that Spot images were not available for the Suda n test
area at the time when all the other tests were being car
ried out. It was thus neces sary to look elsewhere for
comparable data. By good fortune , the OS had al so been
engaged in a project concerned with topographic map
ping of the Yemen Ara b Republic at I :50,000 and
1: 100,000 scal es over much the same period as its
I: 100,000 scale joint mappin g project for Sud an. Since
the two countries lie across the Red Sea from one anoth
er and many areas in both countrie s exhibit similar ter
rain charac teri s tics , the mapping project for the area of
northeastern Yemen at 1: 100,000 scale from Spot images
produced much test data a nd practical e xperience which
may be relev ant and can be utili zed in the present di s
cu ssion. These OS experiences were reported upon in a
series of papers by Hartley [15 , 16], Murray and Farrow
[25] and Murray and Newby [26].
Starting with the series of initial te sts on the geomet
ric accuracy of Spot images, the con sen sus fi g ures given
by Denegre (and quoted by Ducher [7]) of rGN were mp!
values of ± 7 to 12 m with ma ximum errors ranging
between 12 and 25 m. So once again, the mean value of
the mp! range was approximately equal to that of the
nominal value of the sen sor pi xel value, ie, 10 m in the
Spot panchromatic mode. The Z accuracy (m h) obtained
in these tests ranged from ± 4 to 8 m- varying with the
B:H ratio (1.0 to 0.6)-and with maximum error values
of 10m to 18 m. Roughly comparable figure s were
achiev ed by Gugan and Dowman [1 3] over the Aix te st
area in France.
As with the Sudanese te sts, the figures ac hieved in
preliminary te sts on model 149/322 in northeastern
Yemen, with its comparative lack of clearly defined and
identifiable features, were rather poorer than tho se
achieved over highly-developed countries. Values of
mp! = ± 15 m and m h = ± 14 m were obtained at the 11
control points and values of mp! = ± 28 m and mh = ±

FIGURE 8 Enlarged LFC photograph
of Port Sudan
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29 m at the seven check points . A further te st of model
149/321 gave m I = ± 18 m and m h = ± 10 musing 10
control points d'S]. The technical assessment was that
the accuracies achieved would be compatible with
1: 100,000 scale planimetric requirements and a mini
mum contour interval of 40 m [IS, 16].
Since then , the northea stern Yemen mapping project
proceeded with the plotting of 18 Spot stereo models at
the OS using Kern DSR an alytica l plotters. Control was
provided usin g satellite Doppler translocation method s
supplemented by control from aerial tri angulation of ear
lier photographs of the area. Murray and Newby [26]
mentioned the difficulties encountered in setting up the
model s: 12 hours setting-up time was not unu sual , with
the need for repeated reference to field surveyors'
sketches and frequent re-ob servation of the control
points. Simil ar difficulties with ground control point
identification were reported by Ducher [6]. For the
Yemen Spot mappin g project, an average of 12 g round
control points per model were used with mpl and m h val 
ues of ± 14 m and ± 9.4 m, res pectively, as the final fit
to the se control points.
Regardin g the plotting, there is little planimetric deta il
present in the are a, which consi sts mainly of dry rivers
and stream s, unsurfaced roads and track s and isolated
villages-a situ ation similar to that encountered in the
Red Sea Hills area of Suda n. While there was a need
for substantial field completion, it did not appear to be
much greater than that assoc iated with the plots pro
duced from I :70,000 scale aerial photographs. Contours
could not be plotted with an interv al of less than 40 m
in mounta inou s area s, but supplementary contours at 20
m interval were plotted for the flatter desert areas .
Overall (see Figure 9) , the use of the Spot im ages was
thought to have produced a cost saving. Firs t, there was
a small reducti o n in the cost of data acquisition , but
more obvious were the savin gs res ulting from the elim i
nation of the aeri al tri ang ulation and the subsequent set
up of some 20 stereo models from aeri al photographs for
every single Spot model. It was al so felt that further
cost saving s could have been made if a Spot triangula
tion suite had been a vailable and if ground control points
could have been positioned specific ally with Spot
images in mind.
A very similar mapping projec t was carried out by
IGN covering the whole area of Djibouti using 16 Spot
models to gi ve topographic map coverage of the entire
country at 1:200,000 scale and a quarter at 1:50 ,000

scale [3 3]. This has now been completed; this experi
ence should be relevant to the question of how the
small- scale topographic mapping of Sudan should be
conducted in the future .
In this re spect, it has been extremely interesting to
note the very recent adoption of stereo Spot images for
topographic mapping at 1: 50,000 scale by the Ethiopian
Mapping Agency (EMA) in Addis Ababa-the only
national mapping agency in the whole of northeastern,
eastern and central Africa to po ssess analytical plotters
(Wild BC-2 and Kern DSR-IS). The mapping has been
carried out with hard-copy Spot images process ed to
level lA, usin g a Wild BC-2 analytical plotter in con
junction with a Wild OR-1 computer-controlled
orthophotoprinter [19]. This work sta rted with a pilot
projec t covering the Addi s Ababa area using well
defined features on the exi sting I :50 ,000 scale maps as
g round control ponts (GCPs). The result from this pilot
project wa s an ortho-im age map with contours derived
from a DTM produced by manual/visual measurement
along break lines and major rivers, in addition to grid
based sampling. The res ults were judged to be accept
able and EMA has gone ahead with the plotting of a fur
ther seven Spot stereo pairs with the GCPs provided by
field survey utilizing GPS receivers [21]. A further 21
Spot stereo pairs are now on order for the continu ation
of this work.
Specific difficulties experienced during this project
have included tho se ari sing from the individual Spot
im ages comprisin g a stereo pair being taken three
months apart at the beg inning and end of the rainy sea
son, res ulting in the very different appe arance of vegeta
tion and water fe atures in the two im ages. This caused
difficul tie s with stereo view ing and measurement. In the
arid and semiarid areas of Yemen, Djibouti and Sudan,
the difficulties res ulting from such seasonal differences
in vegetation and hydrology are either not present or
considerably reduced.

ANALYSIS BASED ON TEST RESULTS
On the basis of the various tests described above, it is
possible to come to certain conclu sions-some definite ,
others more tentative-regarding the possibility and suit
ability of using space images for small-scale mapping of
Sudan . However, the ana ly sis and di scussion conducted
hereafter are really concerned with the topographic map
ping of the ma in area of the country lying north of lati
tude 7° N. South of this is the equatorial region of
Sudan, with its den se vegetation and persistent cloud
cover which inhibit the use of all optical sen sors,
whether airborne or spaceborne. Obviou sly solution s to
the mapping of this equatorial area must pursue a differ
ent course to those explored in this study-for example,
airborne or spaceborne side-looking synthetic aperture
radar images might be considered for the purpose.
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FIGURE 9 Cost comparisons for northeast Yemen 1:100,000
mapping: aerial photographs (estimated) versus Spot
images (from [24])
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POTENTIAL USE OF SHUTILE-BASED SENSORS

pretational limitations were obvious from the tes ts [27].
O n the other hand , a quite success ful 1:250 ,000 scale
series of image m aps ba sed on Land sat MS S images
covering the whole of Libya was produ ced by the
Earthsat Corporation and has proved to be quite ade
quate for the hu ge unpopulated desert areas of the coun
try. A similar series might be contemplated for the cor
responding large desert areas of the northern, northwest
ern and western parts of Sud an, but the avail ability of
more modern image s of higher res olution would make
thi s unlikely.
Although the RBV images of Landsat 3 had a higher
resolution, and good qu ality images ce11ainly exist for
large parts of the Sudan, the general lack of success of
the earlier REV cameras resulted in a lack of interest
and credibility which has never been thrown off. Also
the availability of the TM scanner images of comparable
resolution and with the additional possibility of produc
ing multispectral colour and false-colour images is much
more attractive [2]. The TM images are al so available
at comparatively low cost and are ce11ainly capable (as
the test of the ESA TM images has shown) of being
rectified to give a planimetric accuracy of the quality
required for 1: 100,000 scale topographic mapping,
though with obvious shortcomings in terms of resolution
and consequently in interpretation and completeness of
the map content, especially the communication and set
tlement features. Still, given the comparatively low cost
of the data, purely planimetric maps based on TM
images might still be seriously considered as an option,
especially for the large areas of desert in Sudan. Such
a solution-providing a provisional or interim edition or
series of maps-would have to be considered most seri
ou sly if the coverage of these areas has to be undertak
en by SSD instead of by foreign agencies , as has hap
pened in the eastern part of the country.
Indeed, since the tests described in this paper were
completed, efforts to implement such an image map
series for a limited area in Sudan have gone ahead via
the Sudan Resources Assessment and Development
(SRAAD) project, of which the second author is the
technical director.
The project has been implemented
by the Sudan Forests National Corporation (SFNC) with
the help of the SSD [2] . It is concerned with the pro
duction of 1:250,000 scale image maps of the so-called
Gum Belt in Kordofan lying to the west of the Nile
River and south of the town of EI Obeid. The project
was initiated by USAID with the involvement of the
U.S. Forest Service with a view to rehabilitating the
severely degraded forest cover of the area. The USGS
provided the initial TM images used as the map base
for the project, which resulted in the production of both
1:250,000 scale and I: 100,000 scale base maps and veg
etation maps of the Kazgail test area [24]. Since the
withdrawal of USAID, the project has continued, using
local expertise to carry out both the digital image pro
cessing from TM tapes on a Terra Mar micro-image
system and the generation of the map overlay using a
PC Arc/Info system. Ground control points for image
Two
rectification are provided by GPS receivers.
I :250,000 scale sheets have already been produced
locally and a further three are in hand . For each sheet,
a topographic base image map, a vegetation map, a
soils map and a land suitability/capability map will be
published.

One consequence of the C hallenger shuttle di saster in
1986 wa s the cess ation of further image data acqui sition
flight s by the shuttle-deployed sensors- MOM S, MC
and LFC . Thus the scheduled reflights of the metric
camera with image movement compensation and under
taken in better illuminated condition s has not happened
and the debut of the stereo-MOMS image s has only now
taken pl ace. Indeed , D ucher [6] mentioned that it is
po ss ible that the LFC may not be operated again. Thu s
in considering the mapping possibilities of these sen sors,
we are highly con strained by the fac t that only the
experimental im ages from the mid-1980s exist and there
is no immediate likelihood of the systematic coverage
required for topographic mapping of developing coun
tries (such as Suda n) becoming available.
Of course, the routine operations of the Russian
reconnai ssance and earth resource satellites have shown
that systematic photographic coverage from unmanned
satellites is quite fea sible. Furthermore, they have the
advantage of quite wide- angular coverage allied with
very high resolution- S m in the ca se of the KF A-IOOO
camera. Indeed the Ru ssian photography is of such a
resolution that it begins to compete with the inform ation
supplied by high-flying aircraft, which is at the 1.5 to 3
m lev e l, so that the cost of field completion would be
low . However, the poor base/height ratio would mean
that the height/contour inform ation which could be
extracted from such photographs is not really useful in
the context of the 20/40 m contour interval required by
the pre sent 1: 100,000 scale topographic series. Thu s the
mo st probable result of any mapping projec t utilizing the
Russian long-focal-length photograph s would be
1 :50,000 or 1: 100,000 scale image map s or photo maps.
While this might be useful for the large flat desert areas,
the lack of elevation information would doubtless be felt
by some users .
POTENTIAL USE OF SPOT IMAGES

While the shuttle-based sen sors have been grounded ,
Spot has had a completely free run without potential
competi tors, so allowing it to become established.
Indeed it ha s had a very large amount of attention over
this period, both in the development of sy stem s and soft
ware to allow mapping to be carried out from Spot
images and via the efforts of large well funded and well
equipped national mapping agencies such as the OS and
the IGN to c arry out both experimental and production
mapping projects in de veloping countries under aid pro
grammes . Given the results of the Yemen and Djibouti
mapping projects, serious c onsideration mu st be gi ven to
the question a s to whether the continuation of the Sudan
I: 100,000 scale mapping programme (which so far has
coveted only one- seventh of the country) should be car
ried out on the basi s of small- scale aerial photograph s or
Spot images .
While the answer might well be a positive one in
favour of Spot for the OS or IGN, a quite different view
mi ght be forthcoming from the SSD itself. With its own
aircraft , camera , analog stereo-plotters, etc, the SSD ha s
been and is capable of contributing to the small- scale
topographic mapping of its own country, but its
resources are only a tiny fraction of those available to
the OS or IG N, and the consequ e nces of attempting to
undertake a mapping progra mme based on Spot images
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would probably be traumatic for the organization. In
par ti cular, it would mean the acqui sition of analytical
plotters and/or all -digital photogrammetric s tations and a
very s ignificant investment in software and training.
Almost certainly in the context of Sudan's poor eco
nomic situation and the civil war takin g place in the
south of the country, the required investment would not
be forthc om ing, since it would involve spending large
amounts of foreign currency-which is in very short
supply. F urthermore, even if the acquisition of the nec
essary systems was funded via foreign aid programmes,
there would still be a question of whether the necessary
infrastructure ex ists to support and maintain a high-tech
photogramme tric solution ; the matter of spares, support,
servicing, etc, could not be attended to in Sudan in the
manner which can be achieved by organizations such as
the OS and IGN based in the UK and Fran ce.
Furthermore, as Gugan [12] pointed out, in vestment in
new technology is rarely made unles s there is a clear
economic advantage-which for Spot is not yet the situ
ation even in highly developed co untries. However, OS
and IGN ca n properly justify the investment in term s of
the organizations ' long-term aims, a nd pay for it out of
R&D or foreign aid bud gets. O n the other hand, fund
ing for high-tech solutions is simply not avaiJable in
those coun tri es in the developing world which are most
in need of mapping.
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RESUME

RESUMEN

Les systemes de tel edetection aeroportes contribuent ac tu eJlement de
faqon considerable a la cartographie topographique de zones lointaines et
inacces sibles. Cependant, tous les sy stemes ne sont pas egalement uti le s
pour cartographier des caracteristiqu es specifiques. On a fait une
analyse compara ti ve de donnees Landsat MSS, TM et RBV, ain si que
MOM , dans deux regions du Soudan pour tester leur utilite dan s la car
tograp hi e topographi que en termes d'objets aus si bien naturels que faits
de main d'homme qui pouvaient etre detectes ou identifies. Les donnes
Spot appropJiees n'etaient pas disponibles ace moment- la o Par la suite,
des tests ont ete fait s avec des produits provenant d'une camera grand
format et d'une cam era metrique afin d'evaluer leur interpretabilite. En
genera l, les caracteristiques physiques du territoire dev ant etre ca r
tographie et les co ntra in tes specifiques financieres et techniques deter
mineront que ll es so urces de donnees sont mieux approp ri ees pour c haque
pays donne, mais il est peu probable que beaucoup de pays en voie de
developpement puissent etre en me sure d'utili ser cette technologie sans
I' ass istance d'agences donatrices specia li sees.

Los sistemas aeroespaci al es de teledetecci6n eS l<l n dando una cons id er
able contribuci6n al mapeo topogrMico de areas remotas e inaccesibJes.
Sin embargo, no todos los sist em as son igu al mente utiles para mapear
rasgos especificos. Se realiz6 un alHili sis comparativo de datos Landsat
MSS, TM y RBV, en adici6n a datos MOMS, en dos areas de Sudan para
probar su utilidad en levant amiento topografico en terminos de detecci6n
o identifi caci6n de o bj etos tanto natural es como antr6p icos. Apropiados
dato s Spot no es taban disponibJes en ese momento. Se efec tu aron prue 
bas adicionaJes con productos obtenidos con cameras de ancho fonnato y
cameras metricas para evaJuar su interpretabilid ad. En general, las car
acteristica s ffsicas del territorio a ser mapeado y restricciones financiera s
y tecnicas especific as determina nl n probable mente cuales Fuentes de
datos top ognific os son las mas ap ropi adas para cada pais, pero es
improbable que muchos pafses en vfa de desarrollo serlin capaces de uti
Jizar cabal mente esta tecnologfa s in la asistencia de agencias de apoyo
es pecia li za das.
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